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Economic historians are wont to set the record straight. In part, this
desire stems from the aesthetic value ofseeing eachjot and tittle in its
proper place, and from the comfort found in believing that nothing is
askew. We sleep a little better at night knowing that sound data are in
the computer terminal. There is also a bit of the detective in each of
us, and our risk aversion leads us to sleuth among wayward estimates
rather than among hardened criminals. There is, of course, the more
practical, and we suspect more valuable, purpose ofassuring the users
ofhistorical time series that the data are accurate and consistent.
The accuracy and consistency ofany time series rest on the replica-
bility of the original estimates and procedures, and on a masochistic
streak which occasionally compels some ofus to examine in detail the
original estimates, replicating the various parts and rendering an as-
sessment ofthe data. In some cases revisions are forthcoming and the
record is set straight again-at least for a while.
It has been almost 20 years since Stan Lebergott's estimates ofthe
nineteenth-century workforce appeared in print and some initial revi-
sions were suggested (Lebergott 1966; David 1967). These estimates
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are still the most recent comprehensive reconstruction of the labor
force statistics, and are the only series to extend over the entire nine-
teenth century. Lebergott's work pushed our knowledge backward in
time so we would have a picture of the changing industrial structure
of a consistently defined workforce over a much longer period than
could be found in previous work. His series was designed to link up
with the BureauofLaborStatistics datafor the post-1940 period, giving
a combined series which spans the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Obviously, this evidence is a basic foundation ofany analysis oflong-
term change in income and productivity, and it can serve as a starting
point for more detailed investigations oflabor force changes. It is my
intention to extend Lebergott's series to the state and regional level.
The assessments and small revisions in this paper are the first steps in
that longer-term effort.
Previous work raised some doubts about the procedures, the exe-
cution, and the results of Lebergott's original work. Near the time of
their publication, Paul David (1967) used the Lebergott figures to con-
struct his conjectural estimates ofeconomic growth before 1840. In the
course of that work he discovered some "minor inconsistencies" in
the implementation ofthe described procedures and revised the figures
accordingly, and the revisions have been adopted by Lebergott (1984,
p. 66). The chief alteration was a reduction in the 1800 workforce of
10.5% (200,000 workers), all ofwhich occurred in the nonfarm sector.
The main reason for this change was an adjustment in the number of
workers aged 10-15years. In constructingthe 1800estimate, Lebergott
had used an 87.2% participation rate for males aged 10-15 years, while
David substituted 25%, the rate Lebergott had used in other years.
David also questioned Lebergott's ratios of farm laborers to farmers
and the secondary worker ratio which prevailed among rural nonfarm
workers. He also made minor revisions in 1820, 1840, and 1860, years
in which Lebergott indicated he had used a slave participation rate of
87.2% instead ofthe 90% used in 1810, 1830, and 1850. 1
A number ofother ambiguities have been noted (Weiss 1983). Chief
among these are the inconsistent treatment of adult female worker
estimates, and the -use of establishment based counts of workers in
some industries rather than gainful worker estimates. Lebergott's de-
tailed description of his estimation methods suggested other possible
biases; among these are the double-counting of 15-year-olds in some
years, the omission offree colored persons in 1810, an upwardly biased
participation rate for males aged 10-15 years, the inclusion offemales
aged 10-15 years in 1860, an upwardly biased estimate of the 1800
urban population, and a downwardly biased estimate ofthe number of
slaves in nonfarm activities.
This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but only illustrative of the
possible biases and inconsistencies in the original estimates. An ex-643 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
haustive list would serve no purpose, for we would have no idea whether
that list was unusually long or short. More important, we would not
know whether the items on it were ofany consequence. In a work as
complex, technical, and monumental as the estimation of the labor
force for a century or more, there are bound to be some slips 'twixt
the cup and the lip. Some zealot may wish to compile a complete listing
and assess the significance of each flaw, but this seems unnecessary.
As can be seen in the abbreviated menu, there are possibilities for
offsetting biases. A more pertinent assessment would seem to be an
estimateofthe neteffectofall thebiasesandinconsistencies, regardless
ofwhether they are listed. This is the approach I have taken.
12.2 Reconstruction ofLebergott's Estimates
I have attempted to gauge the net effect ofthe known and possible
errors or biases in the original estimates, and indirectly as well, the
early revisions suggested by Paul David. I did this, not by replicating
each of Lebergott's figures or assessing the magnitude of individual
biases, but instead by following his procedures and revising the input
data where appropriate. In some cases I had additional demographic
detail that was unavailable to Lebergott.2 In other instances, the re-
visions corrected some inconsistencies between the described proce-
dure and the execution. I did have the immeasurable benefit ofaccess
to the original worksheets, which Lebergottgenerously made available.
What I have produced with all this is a set ofrevised workforce figures
for the antebellum years. While these revisions seem desirable, they
are in fact fairly small and thus attest to the solidity of the original
estimates.
The revisions have relied on the procedures set forth by Lebergott,
which in principle are sound and efficient. Basically, his workforce
figures are the sum ofthe estimates for four demographic groups: free
males aged 16 years and over, free males aged 10-15 years, free fe-
males, and slaves. The estimates for the free male groups and slaves
were derived as the product ofthe estimate of the population in each
group times an appropriate participation rate.3 The estimates of free
female workers were the sums of estimates of workers in selected
industries in which women predominated.
I made one substantialchange ofa conceptual nature in implementing
the procedures, namely, I used a slightly different age breakdown for
free males. Instead of using his groupings of ages 10-15 years and
those 16 years and over, I used a 10-14-year age group and those 15
years and over. This seems more consistent with the data reported in
the 1850 and 1860 censuses.
To be sure, there is some ambiguity surrounding the treatment of15-
year-old gainful workers in the 1850 and 1860 censuses. The census of644 Thomas Weiss
1850 calledfor reporting the occupationofall free males "over 15 years
ofage." The 1860 census apparently did likewise. At face value, these
directives suggest that the census count offree male gainful workers
is for those aged 16 and above. And, previous researchers seem to
have interpreted the statistics this way. Whelpton made estimates of
those aged 10-15 in certain industries, indicating clearly that he was
dealing with the group "under 16 years ofage" (1926, p. 338). Leber-
gott likewise made estimates ofgainful workers aged 10-15 to supple-
ment the figures for those 16 years and over. Paul David (1967) followed
Lebergott's convention; and my own earlier interpretation accorded
with these (Weiss 1975).
While Lebergottgenerally referred to the group ofmales 16 and over,
heoccasionallymentionedthose "agedfifteen andover" (pp. 141, 144).
More important, he estimated male workers in 1860 using the ratio of
the 1850 census count ofworkers (presumably free males 16 years and
over) to the free male population "fifteen and over" (p. 144). He did
this for the obvious reason that the census reported the population
figures that way.
Occasionally the census has engaged in some mischievous behavior,
but it seemed strange that they would have categorized the population
as being 15 and over but have recorded gainful workers 16 and over..
This implies more work for the bureaucrats who were compiling these
statistics by hand. Whatever the legislation had in mind, the key em-
pirical issue is whetherthe censusenumeratorsinterpretedthe category
"over fifteen" to mean 16 and over, or as being one or more days
over 15.
Two sets of evidence are available to shed light on this matter, a
random sample ofthe manuscript census datafor rural northern house-
holds in 1860 (Bateman and Foust 1976), and an unsystematic sample
gleaned from the manuscript census records readily available to me for
both 1850 and 1860. In the latter approach I looked at the records for
only nine counties in five states in 1850, and three counties in three
states in 1860. The 1860 sample of northern households is the more
systematic evidence and has greater geographic coverage. My nonran-
dom search of selected counties, while less systematic, did produce
evidence for 1850.
Although the evidence is incomplete and pertains to rural areas it
does show clearly that 15-year-olds were reported as gainful workers
in all states. In the broader sample, 36% ofthe males and 19% ofthe
females reported occupations, while the selected county data show
figures of 45% for males in 1860 and 30% in 1850.4 These rates seem
reasonable in light of evidence for later years. For 1900, the rate for
14- and 15-year-olds was 43% for males and 18% for females (Miller
and Brainerd 1957, table L-3).64S Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
Given the incompleteness of the evidence, its rural bias, and the
evident wide variation across states, it seems inappropriate to use this
sample evidence to estimate a precise figure for 15-year-old workers
in the United States. Instead I have chosen to assume that the census
included 15-year-olds in the 1850 count with a tolerable degree ofac-
curacy. This means thatthe participation rates derivedfrom thatcensus
pertain to those aged 15 years and above, and should therefore be
applied to a similar age grouping in earlier years. So instead of esti-
mating the 15-year-old workers in 1850, my revisions required instead
that I estimate the numberof15-year-olds in the population in the years
1800 through 1820. These estimates are described in appendix A. While
this approach may contain inaccuracies, the series is consistent over
time in its treatment of 15-year-old workers.
The interesting thing is that Lebergott's estimate for 1850 takes the
15-year-olds as being included in the census figure. His estimate of
280,000 boys was derived using the free male population aged 10-14,
which the census reported. Thus ifthe census counted accurately 15-
year-old workers and included them in the published total, Lebergott's
1850 figure would be an unduplicated count ofgainful workers. To the
extent the census undercounted 15-year-old workers orexcluded them
from the published figures, his total will be lower than the true value.
Unfortunately, the otheryears appearto have beentreateddifferently
by Lebergott. For the years 1800-1840, the 1850 participation rate for
those 15 and overwas applied to the populationbase 16 and over. Since
the inclusion of 15-year-olds, even ifcounted accurately, would lower
the participation rate, the estimated workforce for those 16 and over
is too low in each ofthese years. The size ofthe bias depends on how
accurately 15-year-old workers were counted in 1850.5 The 1860 result
is somewhat different. The population base used was 15 and over, so
the accuracy and age coverage of male workers above age 15 would
be comparable to the 1850 figure. ButLebergottthenmakes anestimate
of the number of workers aged 10-15 years thereby double counting
some 15-year-olds.
12.3 Total Labor Force
The original and revised figures are presented in table 12.1. I have
also assembled there the revised estimates for each ofthe demographic
components making up the labor force.
In the aggregate these comparisons enhance the credibility of Le-
bergott's estimates. The consequences ofthe inconsistencies and flaws
in execution apparently did not cumulate to a substantial degree. The
only difference ofnote is that for 1800. I have in fact used Paul David's
estimate for that year, and while this minimizes the discrepancy thereSources: Lebergott 1966, table I; David 1967, table A-I; appendix table 12.A.2, below.
aThis is David'srevisionofLebergott'sestimate. Legergott'sestimateforthis yearwas 1,900,000
workers. In his recent textbook, Lebergott has incorporated the David estimate into his series
(1984, p. 66).
is still a difference of2.5% between the two figures. Surprisingly, this
does not reflect our use ofdifferent participation rates for those aged
10-14 and those 15 years 01d.6 Instead the difference represents an
overestimate of the number of free colored workers in the original
figures. Both David and Lebergott used an estimate ofthe free colored
male population 10 years and overofabout 78,000. The census of1800
reported a total free colored population of108,000 (United States Cen-
sus 1800, p. a). Mter deducting females (estimated as 52%) and males
aged 0-9 (32% of the males), one is left with only 35,000 males aged
10 and over. The current estimate is a labor force of only 27,000 in
comparison to the 57,000 estimated by David.' The present estimate
of slaves is also lower than David's. For slaves, David believed Le-
bergott had underestimated by using a participation rate of87.2%, so
he increased the slave force to 547,000. The current figure is only
523,000, close to Lebergott's original figure which was in fact 91% of
the slave population. These upward biases in David's figures are par-
tially offset by his lower estimate ofworkers aged 10-15 years.
In other years, while the totals are extremely close, there are some
observable differences among the component figures. In all years, the
revised estimate of males aged 10-15 is higher than the original. A
comparison ofthe estimates for this age group is beset by the problem
that the revised estimates do not contain an explicit figure for 15-year-
olds. The revised figures are biased upward in this comparison by my
use ofthe average rate for all males 15 years and over, solely for the
purpose of making these comparisons. My imputed rate for 15-year-
olds is 87% versus Lebergott'sfigure of25%. This bias shows up clearly647 Revised Estimates of the United States Workforce, 1800-1860
in the years 1800-1830where the revisedfigures are above Lebergott's.
For the years 1840-60, however, this known bias serves to highlight
an estimation problem. For those years I used the same participation
rates as I did in the other years, whereas Lebergott used smaller rates
in those years, and in 1850 also used the smaller population base of
those aged 10-14 years. In that year his estimate offree male workers
aged 10-15 is only 70% ofthe implicit revised value. Ironically, while
he referred to his 280,000 estimate as pertaining to those aged 10-15
years, thefigure infact refers to thoseaged 10-14years, anditsaddition
to the census figure gives an unduplicated total. When confined to this
smaller 10-14-year age group, the revised figure is below the original,
reflecting my use ofan 18.2% participation rate and his use ofa higher
rate 22.4% based on data for the broader 10-15 age group.
The other notable differences show up in the 1860 figures and affect
every component. Since some of the differences are offsetting, the
aggregate figures are quite close. A comparison of the two series for
thatyearis presentedin table 12.2. The revised slave figure was derived
by applying the same formula as was used in other years, specifically,
90% ofthe slave population aged 10 years and over. For some reason,
Lebergott chose to use a different method in this one year, using the
participation rates for free males that prevailed in 1850 (p. 146). He
did this on a state-by-state basis, carefully evaluating each state's ratio
and adjusting those which seemed out ofline. But given that the ratios
were well below the 90% figure used in other years, ranging between
84% and 88%; and given that he did not think it appropriate to apply
these same rates in 1850 when they originated (p. 143), it seemed de-
sirable to drop this variation in making the revisions. The consequence
is that the revised slave workforce is 113,000 greater than the original.8
The discrepancies in the 10-14age groups reflect ouruse ofdifferent
participation rates for males (22.6 vs. 18.2), while for females it reflects
a difference in rates (6.2 vs. 5.1) and the use ofthe larger age group,
Table 12.2 Comparison ofthe 1860 Estimates
Present
1860 Workforce Lebergott Estimates Difference Ratio
Total 11,110 11,061 49 1.00
Slaves 2,340 2,453 -113 .95
Males, 15 and over 7,397 7,395 2 1.00
Males, 10-14 365 293 72 1.25
Females, 15 and over 895 841 54 1.06
Females, 10-14 113 79 34 1.43
Source: Appendixes below; Lebergott 1966, pp. 144-47. The figure for males 15 and
over was not reported in Lebergott but was derived to make the total consistent with
the sum ofthe components.648 Thomas Weiss
10-15 years, in the original estimates. In both estimations the figures
for females aged 15 and over were derived by subtracting an estimate
of free male workers from the reported census total for 1860. The
estimate of male workers was obtained by weighting the free male
population by the 1850 participation rates. The difference appears due
to an arithmetical error, where some negative numbers were inadver-
tently treated as positive in Lebergott's calculations.9
12.4 Farm Workforce
I have also constructed a revised series on the farm workforce that
is consistent with the revised total workforce figures, again following
Lebergott's procedures butusing newevidence where appropriate. The
farm workforce was intended to be the sum ofestimates for slaves and
for free males. In principle, females were to be excluded in all years,
but in fact some unknown, but small number were included in several
years.to
Several dates are crucial in Lebergott's construction ofthe antebel-
lum farm workforce figures. One ofthese is 1860, which provides some
ofthe basic parameters used to derive the estimates in the earlieryears.
Fortunately, the census provided reasonably complete and detailed
figures for that year. More critical is the estimation for 1800. Without
this figure the series would likely have terminated in 1820, and would
then not be such a substantial advance on the work ofWhelpton. The
estimate for 1820 is also important, for it influences heavily the esti-
mation by interpolation of the figures for 1810 and 1830. The revised
figures are presented in table 12.3.
In most years, but not all, there are only small differences in the
number of workers and in the workforce shares. Again this exercise
seems to confirm the solidity ofthe original figures. In spiteofa number
ofpotentialbiases in theoriginalestimation, thosefigures approximated
closely the corrected values. As with the totals, there were some off-
setting revisions. For example, the revised 1860 slave workforce is
30,000 greater than the original, but this upward change is more than
offset by an 86,000-worker decrease in the free farm workforce. The
latter decline reflects entirely the elimination ofthe duplicate counting
of 15-year-olds and the lower participation of those 10-14 years of
age. 11
In all years, except 1860, there is a slight reduction in the slave farm
workforce. Lebergott specified that the slave farm workforce was to
be derived by dividing the slave population 10 years of age and over
into an urban share of5% and a rural one of95%; and then weighting
the rural population by an assumed participation rate of87% (pp. 150,



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































used to estimate the total slave workforce, it is reconciled by Lebergott
onthegrounds thatthislower87% figure would "partially[compensate]
for the inclusion ofdomestic servants, carpenters, etc., employed on
the plantations and small slaveholdings" (p. 152). His execution, how-
ever, used the90% figure, so thatbyfollowing the describedprocedures
one derives a lower slave farm workforce in each year, except 1860.
In that year he estimated the numberofslaves on a state-by-state basis
using the participation rates for free males that prevailed in each state
in 1850 (p. 152, n. 92). As noted earlier, this seems inappropriate, so
I revised the slave estimate for the total and the farm workforce.
Theestimatesfor 1800 and 1810, however, are substantiallydifferent,
with importantimplications for ourunderstandingoflong-term changes
in productivity and income. Since the 1810 figure is essentially an
interpolation between 1800 and 1820, it is only necessary to examine
the 1800 figure carefully.
The estimate ofthe 1800 farm workforce is quite simply the sum of
agricultural slaves plus free colored farm workers plus the residual of
free workers not allocated to other occupations. Lebergott made im-
portant distinctions among farmers, farm laborers, and family heads,
but these were for use in assessing his results and were not necessary
to derive the free farm workforce. The free white farm workforce is
justthe difference betweenthe total numberofwhite workers and those
engaged in navigation, urban activities, and rural nonfarm occupations.
A comparison ofthe components is contained in table 12.4.
There are several major differences in the estimation ofthe original
and revised farm figures. The total number of white workers is sub-




Total 1,240 1,047 193
Navigation 50 50
Urban occupations 116 75 41
Rural nonfarm 227 158 69
Agriculturea 847 764 83
Agriculture
White males 847 764 83
Free colored males 63 21 42
Slaves 490 480 10
Total in agriculture 1,400 1,265 135
Sources: Lebergott 1966, table 1, pp. 134-37; appendixes below and text
aThe agriculture figure equals the total number ofwhite males less those in navigation,
urban occupations, and rural nonfarm occupations.651 Revised Estimates of the United States Workforce, 1800-1860
stantially smaller, as explained in the previous section. Additionally,
the revised figures for urban and rural nonfarm occupations are lower,
as is the estimate offree colored farm workers. Ofless importance is
a minor revision in the estimate ofthe slave workforce. I2
Lebergott derived his urban/rural breakdowns using the 1790 evi-
dence for five cities (p. 135). I have used the 1800 census data to
construct the urban/rural distribution for each demographic compo-
nent, with the white population being disaggregated by age and sex.
This latterdetail provides more pertinentinformation on the geographic
location of family heads. The 1790 figure Lebergott used to estimate
the urban free male workforce is higher than the more pertinent 1800
figures. He estimated the urban workforce as 9.1% of free males 10
years ofage and older. Additionally, he useda much higherparticipation
rate for those aged 10-15 years. The 1800 census data show that only
7.3% ofthe free males aged 16 and over, and 5.5% ofthose aged 10-
15 years, lived in cities. The differences in these urban shares accounts
for approximately three-fourths ofthe 41,000-worker discrepancy, and
the higher participation rate accounts for the remainder.
The difference between the estimates of rural nonfarm workers re-
flects a revision in the ratio used in the calculation. The number of
rural nonfarm workers was derived as the product of the population
base (free white males 10 years and over) times a ratio ofrural nonfarm
workers to population, the ratio being obtained from the 1840 census
evidence for southern states. It appears that Lebergott's ratio of17.6%
referred to the male population 15 years ofage and over, not to those
aged 10 and over. As such, the ratio he used is very close to the 1840
United States figure for males 10 and over (19.7%). It is quite unlikely
that the 1840 United States figure, or any ratio close to it, would be
representative ofthe 1800 economy. The southern ratio is lower than
the United States figure, and thus may be more representative of the
1800 economy. But even the southern ratio seems too high because it
includes a very high ratio for Virginia, where 26.4% ofthe free males
aged 10 and over were engaged in rural nonfarm occupations. 13 Since
this figure is well above thatfor the United States, it seemedappropriate
to calculate the ratio with Virginia excluded. I also converted the ratio
to the appropriate population base offree white males aged 10 years
and over. The resulting figure of 11.7% was rounded downward to
compensate for the unknown upward bias arising from the inclusion
offemales and slaves in the 1840 worker count.
Two factors explain the 42,OOO-worker discrepancy in the free col-
ored farm workforce. The major factor is that Lebergott's figure in-
cludes free colored females as well as males. The revised figure is
restricted to males. 14 A second factor is that the 1800 urban share of
the free colored population was 18%, a figure well above that derived
from the 1790 census. The revision then places 82% in rural areas, and652 Thomas Weiss
thus in farming, as opposed to the 92.6% implicit in Lebergott's
estimates.
12.5 Caveats
Obviously, itis possible to obtaindifferent estimates ofthe workforce
by varying the estimates of the components used in the calculation.
And, there are clearly some further refinements that would improve
the estimates, perhaps especially the agricultural series. I have not
incorporated these here, because I wanted to produce a series that was
faithful to the original procedures, and because some adjustments would
be quite arbitrary and would offset each other to some extent, perhaps
fully. Nonetheless, let me suggest some possible revisions.
First, the farm workforce estimates for 1850 and 1860 may be low
because no account was taken ofa general category ofworkers called
"laborers, not otherwise specified." It is well known that estimation
ofthe industrial distribution ofthe workforce in the years 1870 through
1900 must contend with the problem ofallocating this group ofgeneral
laborers to the various industries in which they worked. This is no
inconsequential problem for these unspecified laborers made up be-
tween 8% and 10% ofthe labor force in each ofthe postbellum years,
and Lebergott allocated an average of 56% of them to agriculture on
the basis oftheirrural residency. For 1850 and 1860 the census reported
nearly a million of these laborers, comprising 8.7% of the workforce
in 1860 and 11% in 1850 (United States Census 1900, p. liv); none of
which have beenincludedin thefarm workforce estimates. Surely some
of them worked there, but any estimate would be crude. We cannot
simply extrapolate the postbellum distributions, for they include all
whites and blacks, whereas the antebellum census data refer predom-
inantly to free whites. In order to apply the urban/rural approach used
in the postbellum period, we would need information on the location
ofat least a sampl~ ofthese workers. Improved estimates, then, await
additional evidence. IS
The 1820 agricultural share ofthe workforce appears somewhat high,
being 2percentage points above the 1800 figure. Itis ofcourse possible
that the latter figure is too low, but the procedure for estimating the
1820 figure suggests a likely upward bias. That figure was derived by
combining the census count with an estimate offarm workers omitted
from that count. In so doing, the share of the omitted free workers
allocated to farming was based on the share implicit in the census data
(83%). Since those data include slaves, the share is likely higher than
it would be for only free whites.
Female workers are treated inconsistently across census dates. In
all years an explicit estimate of women in selected occupations was653 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
included (see table 12.1). Additionally, there is an implicit count in
several years, namely, 1820, 1840, and 1860. In 1860, the number im-
plicit in the census count was made explicit by deducting free males
from thecensustotal. Butsomeofthesewomen musthave beenfarmers
and farm workers, and are thus included implicitly in the free farm
workforce for that year. In 1820 and 1840, some women were probably
included in the census count offarm workers, but their number is not
specified in the present estimates, and moreover, they are not included
in the total labor force figures for those years. By interpolation, then,
some women are implicitly included in the farm workforce for 1810
and 1830, but again excluded from the total workforce. To be sure these
numbers are small, but nonetheless they do cause the 1800 and 1850
figures to be somewhat different in scope. 16
The possibility of offsetting adjustments can be seen in the 1800
estimation. One downward bias in the farm figure is that the nonfarm
estimates of the free workforce double-count some workers, thus re-
ducing the residual allocated to farming. Surely some ofthose engaged
in navigation and rural nonfarm activities are also counted in the urban
figure. 17 Then, too, the rural nonfarm figure may include some un-
specified number of females and slaves, which again reduces the re-
sidual countoffree males in farming. Working in the opposite direction
is an upward bias in the number ofslaves engaged in agriculture. The
procedure used assumes that only 3% of the occupied slaves were
engaged primarily in nonfarm activities. This seems low in light ofother
evidence (Weiss 1975; Crawford 1980; Higman 1984).
Whatever adjustments one might wish to make, a strength of Le-
bergott'sprocedure is its straightforwardness. The refinements are sim-
ply added to or subtracted from the prevailing level. From this per-
spective, the estimates are not unduly sensitive to changes in any of
the components. In this regard the Lebergott procedure seems pre-
ferred over the balance equation approach devised by Paul David (1966).
Estimation ofthe rural nonfarm and farm workforce by his method is
quite sensitive to changes in some of the input data. For this reason,
I have not used that approach to derive the farm workforce in the
revised series. 18
12.6 Conclusions and Implications
As already noted, this paper is but the first step in a longer-term
effort to build up reliable estimates ofthe workforce at the state level.
Given that those estimates will be derived using procedures set out by
Lebergott, and that the sum ofthe state estimates should be consistent
with the national figures, it seemed worthwhile to scrutinize and assess
the original procedures and estimates. The exercise did indeed prove654 Thomas Weiss
valuable, suggesting, onthe one hand, possible pitfalls in the estimation
procedures, but on the other hand, indicating that the existing figures
are reliable. In spite ofthe many places to go awry, Lebergott produced
a carefully constructed set offigures. Even ifno revisions were made
in those estimates, they would depict well the nation's workforce, its
trend over time, and could serve as a standard for assessing the sum-
mation ofthe state estimates.
The exercise did, however, suggest a few revisions. In some years,
there were offsetting differences in the estimatesfor various population
components which netted out to small discrepancies in the aggregate
(see table 12.2). Since all the differences are explained in the text and
appendixes, here let me just highlight the key discrepancies between
my revised figures and Lebergott's original estimates.
The most substantial revision lies in the 1800 figures, and Lebergott
now accepts that the original estimate of 10-15-year-old workers was
too high (Lebergott 1984, p. 66). His revised figure, based on Paul
David's work, still exceeds my estimate by 1.3%, a difference arising
from our estimates of free colored workers. Lebergott included free
colored females, while I confined my estimate to free colored males
and assumed that free colored female workers were included in the
independently derived estimate of female workers. At the aggregate
workforce level, there is only one other year, 1810, in which I would
revise Lebergott's figure by as much as 1%. This difference reflects
primarily our treatments of 15-year-old workers. I included them with
the older segment ofthe labor force which had a participation rate of
87.2%, while Lebergott included them with youths, with a 25% partic-
ipation rate. At the sectoral level there are notable differences in the
farm workforce estimates for 1800 and 1810, and smaller differences
in 1840 through 1860 (see table 12.3). The 10.2% difference in 1800
reflects a number offactors, as explained in the text (see table 12.4),
while the 1810 discrepancy of7.8% results in part from the difference
for 1800, since we both obtained the 1810 figure by interpolation be-
tween 1800 and 1820. The remaining difference is due to our methods
ofinterpolation (see app. A, especially table 12.A.4).
Ofcourse, these revisions ofthe workforce figures have implications
for our understanding ofhistorical trends and issues. In particular, the
revisions in the farm workforce in the earlier years bear on our view
of the pace and timing of economic growth in the antebellum years,
and on the behavior ofproductivity change in farming over the course
of the nineteenth century. A careful reinterpretation of these issues
would involve lengthy discussion ofsome other unsettled matters and
underlying assumptions, and would take us far astray of the purpose
ofthis paper. Let me suggest, however, the consequences for ourview
ofantebellum economic growth.65S Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
Theuse ofthese revisedfigures wouldlowerPaul David's conjectural
estimate ofper capita growth for the period 1800-1860 from 1.27% to
1.09% per year. 19 Moreover, the impact on the subperiods is to make
it even more clearthat ourrecord probablyfollowed the British pattern
in that there was no discontinuity in trend, but rather the shift to "a
higher secular rate was a much more gradual affair" (David 1967, p. 195).
Instead of a one-time leap, the revised figures would show some ac-
celerationduring the antebellumperiod, with the rate risingfrom 0.98%
in the subperiod 1800-1835 to 1.3%in the years 1835-55,andadditional
acceleration after the Civil War.
My cursory examination of implications such as this suggests that
the new workforce figures present a quite plausible picture, thereby
lending credence to the suggested revisions. Much more careful as-
sessment is of course called for, and will be an ongoing activity. Pre-
sumably other researchers as well will continually test the plausibility
ofthe estimates as they are used. In my view, the revisions in the total
laborforce arequite small, servingprimarilytoimprove theconsistency
and precision of an already solid set of figures and enhancing our
confidence in these national benchmark figures. At the sectoral level,
the changes are more substantial, being large enough to alter our per-
ception and understanding ofeconomic development in the antebellum
period. Even these larger sectoral changes are not a wholesale revision
ofthe original estimates, but rather a refinement and strengthening of
them. For the most part, the changes are due to the use of improved
underlying data and the removal of some inconsistencies in the exe-
cution ofthe estimation procedures. In consequence ofthe solidity of
the aggregate figures and these sectoral refinements, this revised labor
force series should provide a firm foundation for extending the esti-
mation to the state and regional level.
Appendix A
Nineteenth-Century Labor Force Estimation
Theestimationofthelaborforce for the nineteenthcenturywas derived
as the sum of estimates for several demographic groups: free males,
free females, and slaves. These groups in turn were broken down by
age and race. The estimates for each component were calculated as
the product ofthe population base for that group times an appropriate
participation rate. The estimation, then, required evidence on these
rates as well as figures for the population base for each ofthe groups.656 Thomas Weiss
Population Figures
The population data used in the estimation are presented in table
12.A.l. Unless otherwise noted, the data are from Historical Statistics
(1975) series A, pp. 119-34. While population counts for some groups
were readily available, others had to be estimated, especially in the
earlier years. Where possible, I followed the procedures laid out by
Lebergott (1966). Since I have used a different age breakdown, it was
necessary to estimate the number of 15-year-old free white males in
the years 1800-1820.
Slaves
For 1800, the number ofslaves aged 10 years and overwas estimated
as 65% ofthe reported total slave population. The percentage was that
which prevailed in 1830, and which was used by Lebergott (p. 137, n.
44). For 1810, the slave figure was calculated as 69% ofthe total slave
population, a percentage derived from the 1820 calculation explained
below. This was the percentage used by Lebergott (pp. 138-39) and
was adopted here. For 1820, I first estimated the number of slaves
under the age of 10 as 70% ofthe reported number ofthose under 14
years ofage. This estimate was then deducted from the reported total
slave population to obtain the number ofthose aged 10 and over (Le-
bergott, p. 140, n. 55). The resulting figure is equal to 69% ofthe total
slave population.
Free White Males
Free white males aged 10-14years were reportedfor the years 1830-
60. For 1800-1820 those aged 10-14 were estimated as equal to the
reported number aged 10-15 years minus an estimated number of 15-
year-olds. The resulting figure for 10-14-year-olds is equal to 86.2%
ofthose aged 10-15 years. The number of15-year-old free white males
in the years 1800-1820 was estimated as 13.8% of those aged 10-15
years, the group for which data were reported. The percentage figure
used is that which prevailed for whites in 1880, the first year for which
such evidence could be found in the published census (United States
Census 1880, 1:548). Free white males aged 15 and over is the sum of
the reported number aged 16 years and overplus the estimated number
of 15-year-olds.
Free Colored Males
The total number offree colored persons was reported in the early
census volumes, but no sex or age breakdowns were shown for 1800
or 1810 (United States Census 1830, p. 26). The sexes were distin-
guished in later years, with the shares being very steady between 1820658 Thomas Weiss
and 1860. The male share was 48% in each ofthose census years, and
I have assumed that this figure applied in 1800 and 1810 as well. Those
aged 10 years and over were then estimated to be 68% of the total
number offree colored males, the share which prevailed in 1830, the
first year in which the age breakdown was available. The share may
actually be higher in the earlier years, as there does appear to be a
trend in the data for the years 1830-60, but the numbers involved are
so small that greater precision or more sophisticated estimation tech-
niques do not seem necessary. The distribution between the age group
10-14 years and those 15 years and over was assumed to be the same
as that derived for free white males in each year.
Free Females
The figures for free females were not used to estimate the female
component of the workforce, but are included here for completeness.
The figures are the sum offree white females and free colored females
aged 10 and over. The number offree white females 10 and over was
reported in each year, and that for free colored females was reported
for 1830-60. For 1800 and 1810, free colored females were estimated
as 52% of all free colored; and for these years, and for 1820, when
females were reported separately, those aged 10 and over were esti-
mated as 72% ofall free colored females, the share which prevailed in
1830 and 1840 (Historical Statistics 1975, sere A:119-34).
Labor Force Estimates
For all components ofthe workforce, except free females, the esti-
mate is the product of each group's population base times a partici-
pation rate. The single exception is the figure for free males 15 years
and over in 1850, which was obtained from the census of that year.
The participation rates were taken from Lebergott, but adjusted to the
revised age groupings. A few other changes were made in order to
achieve consistency in the estimation procedures. The estimates are
presented in table 12.A.2.
Slave Labor Force
The slave laborforce includes males and females 10 years ofage and
above. For all years I used the 90% participation rate which Lebergott
espoused. The description of his estimates suggests he used 90% in
some years (1810, 1830, and 1850) but 87% in others. In fact, in his
execution he used approximately 90% in all years except 1860. In that
year he used the rates which prevailedfor free whites in southern states
in 1850. Since he did not think these rates were appropriate for 1850,






















































































































































































































































































































































































































The participation rate for free males aged 10-14 years was derived
from the 1900 census data. For that year a rate of21.4% was found for
all males 10-14 years old. Following Lebergott's lead, it was assumed
that a rate for native whites would be more representative of the an-
tebellum group offree males than would the rate for all males. In 1900
the native white race was reported for those aged 10-15 years. That
rate of22.1% was equal to 85% ofthe reported rate for all males aged
10-15 (26.1%), and so it was assumed here that the native white rate
for those aged 10-14 was equal to 85% ofthe rate for all males aged
10-14 years (United States Census 1900, pp. lxvii, cxviii). This same
rate was used for free colored males aged 10-14 years.
For free. males aged 15 and over I used the 1850 participation rate
of 87.2% as derived by Lebergott (p. 140 and elsewhere). I used this
rate in all years, whereas Lebergott used it in all years except 1860.
For that year, he divided the 1860 census figure into males and females
by applying the 1850 participation rate for males on a state-by-state
basis. The summation of the state estimates yields a slightly higher
participation rate (88.6%) for all free males. The 1850 figure for free
white males is the reported census figure, excluding students, less the
estimated number offree colored workers.
Free Females
The numbers for female workers were taken from Lebergott (1966).
The ages were not always specified, so I have treated them as referring
to those 10 years ofage andover. For 1800, Lebergott(p. 136) indicated
that in urban areas there were 40,000 female domestics "plus an ar-
bitrary 10,000 addition for other females." There was no specific dis-
cussionofruralfemale workers, butan estimate of13,000free domestic
servants was made, and Lebergott's worksheets indicate that these
were female. Paul David (1966) treatedthese ruraldomestics asfemales.
The addition ofthese 13,000female domestics brings the total to 63,000
female workers. The 1810 figure (p. 139) had no age specification, but
the 1820 estimates (p. 140, n. 55) were referred to as those 10 years of
age and over. For 1830 (p. 141) he specified 75,000 in manufacturing,
to which must be added his estimate ofdomestic servants. It appears
that all servants were female (160,000), as was specified in 1810, 1820,
and 1840. I assumed likewise for other years. I derived the 1840 figure
as a residual of Lebergott's total free workforce less his estimates of
free male workers (p. 142). Lebergott did specify that there were 240,000
domestics, which by subtraction from the 390,000 leaves 150,000 fe-
males in manufacturing. This figure is certainly consistent with the
number he must have estimated in industrial pursuits. He did not cite661 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
a specific figure, but noted that one was derived by interpolation be-
tween the 1830 figure of 75,000 and the 1850 one of 220,000. He did
specify clearly that the figures for 1840 pertained to females 16 and
over. His discussion ofthe 1840 estimate implies that the 1830 and 1850
figures should pertain to those 16 years and over, but it is not specified
in either of these years. For 1860, Lebergott explicitly included an
estimate offemales aged 10-15 years (p. 146, n. 73). I have therefore
included an estimate for the 10-14-year age group. Lebergott used a
rateof6.4%for thoseaged 10-15years (the 1900ratefor native whites),
whereas I used a rate of5.1% for those aged 10-14 years. This figure
was based on the 1900 data (United States Census 1900, pp. lxvii,
cxviii). The rate of8.1% for all females aged 10-14 was converted to
a rate for native whites on the basis ofthe participation rates for those
aged 10-15. In 1900, the rates for 10-15-year-olds were 6.4% for native
whites and 10.2% for all females, giving a ratio of .627. In 1860 there
were 1,553,234 free females aged 10-14 years in the population (His-
torical Statistics 1975, sere A:122), yielding 79,214 gainful workers in
that age group. The bulk ofthe 1860 female workforce, those aged 15
and over, was calculated by subtracting the revised estimate of free
male workers aged 15 and over (7,935,000) from the 1860 census count
of gainful workers (8,235,557); the latter figure excluding 51,486 stu-
dents, nuns, and sisters ofcharity (United States Census 1900, p. liii).
The result is 840,557.
Agricultural Workforce Estimates
Slaves
I followed the procedures outlined by Lebergott for estimating the
number of slaves in agriculture (see table 12.A.3). I obtained figures
on the number of slaves 10 years of age and over, allocated 95% of
Table 12.A.3 Revised Estimates of the Agricultural Workforce United States,
1800-1860 (Thousands ofWorkers)
Free Males in Agriculture
Year Slaves 10-14 Years 15 Years and Over 10 Years and Over Total
1800 480 785 1,265
1810 680 1,117 1,797
1820 885 1,577 2,462
1830 1,082 1,862 2,944
1840 1,360 2,160 3,520
1850 1,807 182 2,405 2,587 4,394
1860 2,252 234 3,336 3,570 5,822662 Thomas Weiss
these to the rural areas, and calculated the number in agriculture as
87% of this rural base. Lebergott, in fact, estimated the slave farm
workforce as 90% of the rural figure (except in 1860), which implies
that the entire rural slave workforce was in farming. The 87% approach
allows for 3% to be engaged in nonfarm occupations, a figure which
seems low in light ofother evidence (see Weiss 1975; Crawford 1980).
The 1800 census data put the urban share ofthe slave population at
3%. In view ofthe fact that I have not adequately assessed this figure
and have not revised the share in other years, I have adopted Leber-
gott's 5% figure for all years.
Free Males
For 1850 and 1860 Lebergott estimated the 10-15-year-old males in
farming as equal to 17% ofthe population. Since I have used a much
different participation rate for those aged 10-14 (namely, 18.2%), I
could not assume the same agricultural participation rate of 17%. The
share of 10-14-year-old gainful workers in agriculture might be higher
than thatfor 10-15-year-olds, because the 15-year-olds would have had
some greater freedom ofjob choice. Still it seems unlikely that the
share would be as high as 93% (17 -:- 18.2), when the 10-15-year-old
share implicit in Lebergott's data was only 75% (17 -:- 22.6). In 1900,
the only year for which we have reliable data, the respective shares
were 74% for 10-14-year-olds and 70% for 10-15-year-olds. By as-
suming that the same ratio ofshares (74/70 = 1.06) prevailed in 1800,
the 10-14-year-olds' share was placed at 80% (1.06 x 75%).
The 1850 and 1860 figures for males 15 and over are from the census
(1900, Occupations, p. liii) and are the sum offarmers, planters, and
overseers; agricultural laborers; dairymen; gardeners, etc.; and one-
half the figure for stock raisers, etc. In 1850, laborers were probably
included with farmers and planters, and some women were included
in the 1860 census count.
The 1840 figure for males 10 and over was taken from Lebergott
(p. 155) and is the 1840 census count ofagricultural employment minus
all rural slaves aged 10 and over. The 1820 figure for males 10 and over
was derived by subtracting the slave farm workers from the total farm
workforce. The latter was derived by following Lebergott's procedure
(pp. 155, 156). The 1820 census figure of 2,491,000 workers was de-
ducted from the revised labor force total of3,126,000, obtaining 635,000.
I then deducted the 160,000 females, allocated 83% ofthe balance to
agriculture (393,000), and combined it with the 1820 census count for
agriculture (2,069,000) (United States Census 1900, p. xxx).
For 1800, I produced two estimates ofthe free farm workforce, both
of which are consistent with the revisions incorporated in the total663 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
workforce figures. The variant which is shown in table 12.A.3 was
derived following Lebergott's procedures; the alternative, discussed
subsequently, was based on David's procedures. In the reported ver-
sion, the free farm workforce is the sum of estimates for free white
males and for free colored males. The free coloredfarm workforce was
derived by allocating the revised estimate offree colored male workers
between urban and rural areas; the former being counted as nonfarm
workers, the latter as farm workers. This is the procedure used by
Lebergott, but his figures and mine differ for two reasons. First, he
apparently included free colored females, and my revision is confined
to males. Second, his urban/rural breakdown was based on the 1790
data for five cities, while my breakdown is based on the census counts
for 1800, which show that 18.0% of the free colored population lived
in cities (see text). The rural count of free colored gainful workers,
then, is 82% of26,000. The free white male farm workforce was derived
as a residual, again following Lebergott's method. The residual is sim-
ply the difference between the total numberofwhite workers and those
engaged in navigation, urban, rural nonfarm occupations. Eachofthese
was estimatedindependentlyby Lebergott. Ihaveacceptedhis estimate
of navigation employment (50,000), and followed his procedures to
derive the other two but obtained different figures.
The revised urban estimate differs from his because I have used
different urban population estimates, and a different participation rate
for males aged 10-14 years. I used the 1800 census data to construct
the urban/rural distribution for each age and sex category ofthe white
population, while Lebergott used the 1790 census evidence for five
cities (p. 135). The disaggregated evidence of the 1800 census shows
that only 7.3% ofthe free males aged 16 and over, and 5.5% ofthose
aged 10-15 years lived in cities, figures noticeably below the 9.1%
figure used by Lebergott. My urban workforce statistic is loweras well,
because I used a participation rate of.182 for males aged 10-14, while
Lebergott used the much higher rate (.872) more pertinent to those
aged 15 and over.
The rural nonfarm figures differ because I revised the ratios used to
derive the number ofworkers. It appears that Lebergott multiplied the
male population 10 years and over by a ratio ofrural nonfarm workers
to males over 15. I have adjusted the ratio (derivedfrom the 1840census
data) to relate to males 10 years of age and over. Additionally, I ex-
cluded Virginia from the calculation on the grounds that in 1840 it
showed a substantially higher ratio (22.2%) for the numerically impor-
tantcategoryofmanufactures and trades thanthatinanyothersouthern
state, orfor the United States (16%). Thus I used a ratio of 11% instead
ofthe 17.6% used by Lebergott. The exact calculation ofthe ratio was664 Thomas Weiss
11.7%, but I rounded down to allow for the fact that the 1840 census
workercounts included some females and slaves (United States Census
1900, p. xxx; United States Census 1940, pp. 373-74).
Lebergott does make important distinctions between farmers and
farm laborers, but these are for use in assessing the results, and are
not necessary to derive the workforce itself.
An alternative estimate of 533,000 free male farm workers was de-
rived using Paul David's approach. I used his balance equation, his two
assumed ratios offamily heads to rural nonfarm workforce (.56) and
farm labor to farmers (.4), and the same figure for navigation employ-
ment used by David and Lebergott. I substituted my revised figures
for white male workers, urban white male workers, and free colored
in farming, and also adjusted the number of white family heads used
in the balance equation. This last revision has a decided impact on the
results. Since this estimate was not used the details are presented in
another section ofthe appendix.
Finally, the free farm workforce in 1810 and 1830 was estimated.
Lebergott calculated his figures for these years as 150% ofthe number
offree farmers (p. 155-56). The numberoffree farmers was apparently
estimated on the basis ofthe ratio offarmers to rural white families in
other years. This required that he derive a breakdown ofthe free farm
workforce between farmers and laborers in these other years. I have
chosen a more direct approach, bypassing the derivation ofthe farmer-
laborer breakdown. I simply calculated the ratio ofthe free farm work-
force to rural white families for the years 1800, 1820, 1840, 1850, and
1860; and estimated the 1810 and 1830 ratios by interpolation. In fact
I used the mean ofthe ratios for the immediately adjacent years. The
data are summarized in table 12.A.4.
Alternative Estimates ofthe Farm Workforce, 1800
Paul David's revisions ofLebergott's figures included an alternative
approach to estimating the industrial distribution ofthe workforce. His
idea was to avoid making a direct estimate ofthe rural nonfarm work-
force based on assumptions about the temporal stability of the rela-
tionship between nonfarm employment and population (1966, p. A-II).
He preferred to use a balance equation, which enabled him to specify
selected parameters about the workforce and its distribution, and then
simultaneously solve for the number ofrural nonfarm workers, white
male farmers, and farm laborers.
In order to solve the equation, he had to have estimates ofsix items:
the total white male workforce; the white male urban workforce; those
engaged in navigation, fishing, and whaling; white male rural heads of
families; free colored male farmers; and free colored male farm labor-
ers; and he had to assume values for two ratios, the ratio ofheads of665 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
Table 12.A.4 Estimating the Free Male Farm Workforce (Thousands) in
1810 and 1830
Ratio
Rural White Familiesa Free Males in Farmingb Col. 2 + Col. 1
Year (1) (2) (3)
1800 700 783 1.119
1810 947 1,117 (est.) (1.179)C
1820 1,274 1,577 1.238
1830 1,685 1,862 (est.) (1.105)C
1840 2,223 2,160 .972
1850 2,945 2,587 .878
1860 3,978 3,570 .897
aLebergott's worksheets. My 1800 figure differs from his (708,000) because I divided the
total number offamilies between urban and rural on the basis ofthe distribution offree
males 16 and over. The rural share is 92.7%.
b'fhe figures for all years except 1810 and 1830 are discussed in the preceding notes and
are presented in table 12.A.3. The figures for 1810 and 1830 were derived using the
interpolated ratios contained in col. 3.
cThese figures are the means ofthe values in the two adjacent years.
families to white males among the rural nonfarm workforce, and the
ratio offree farm laborers to free farmers.
The balance equation can be expressed in reduced form to solve for
the number of rural nonfarm workers, X. Once that value is known,
one can subsequently derive the number of white farmers and the
number of farm laborers. The current workforce revisions include
changes in a number of the input values, so the equation must be
recalculated. The equation, the variables, the input values, and the
solutions are presented in table 12.A.5 for the original and revised
versions.
While five of the estimated inputs take on different values in the
revised version, the one of significance is that for white, male rural
family heads (658,000 vs. 610,000). Both of these figures rest on Le-
bergott's estimate of755,000 white families in 1800 (p. 135). Assuming
that the 87.2% participation rate for free white males applies to this
group gives a total of658,000 white heads offamilies in the workforce.
This would appear to be how Paul David obtained his figure. However,
this figure includes those family heads engaged in navigation or urban
occupations, and an estimate of their number must be deducted to
obtain the numberofrural heads offamilies. I have assumed thatfamily
heads were distributed between urban and rural areas in the same
proportion as males 16 years and over (United States Census 18(0).
This gives a rural share of 92.7%, or 610,000 white, rural heads of
families in the workforce. This leaves 48,000 nonrural heads, and for
this group, an implicit .38 ratio of heads to workforce. Lebergott's666 Thomas Weiss
Table 12.A.S Balance Equation Estimates oftbe Farm and Rural Nonfarm
Workforce United States, 1800 (Thousands ofWorkers)
David's Values Revised Values
Estimated inputs
T = white male workforce
U = white, urban male workers
N = navigation, fishing, whaling employment
H = white, male rural family heads
CF = free colored farmers
CL = free colored farm laborers
Assumed ratios
hr = family heads/rural nonfarm workforce
fr = fann laborers/fanners
Solutions
X = rural nonfarm workforce
F = white, male farmers



























White farmers (F) = H - .56X.
White fann laborers (L) = .4 (F + CF) - CL.
original figures implied a .34 ratio. Both ofthese ratios are below the
.56 ratio David assumed for rural nonfarm families. An alternative
approach would be to assume that the .56 ratio applied to this group,
but this would reduce further the number ofrural heads and the farm
workforce.
The revised calculation showing 387,000 rural nonfarm workers, im-
plies as well that the farm share of the workforce was only 62.4%, a
figure which seems much too low. The result is of course influenced
by the assumed ratios, and since the workforce figures have changed,
these should probably change as well. Obviously one could alter these
ratios to produce reasonable results, but I have not done so. Instead,
I have explored the sensitivity ofthe estimates to changes in selected
parameters. My judgment is that the results are very sensitive to changes
in selected parameters, and therefore one must be very cautious about
acceptingfigures obtainedby this method. A summaryofthe sensitivity
experiments is presented in table 12.A.6.
None ofthe input changes are extraordinary, all being basedon some
piece of evidence or imputing a tolerable error to the input variable.
Consider just a few examples. An error of only 5% in the estimated
number ofrural family heads would lower David's figure from 658,000
to 625,000 and reduce thefarm share ofthe workforce by 13 percentage667 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
Table 12.A.6 Sensitivity ofthe Balance Equation Method of Estimation
David's Figures Revised Figures
Rural Farm Rural Farm
Nonfarm Share Nonfarm Share
(Thousands) (%) (Thousands) (%)
Base values (table 12.A.5) 60 83 387 62
New values of selected parameters
Rural heads
658,000 (David's base) 60 83 76 81
610,000 (revised base) 371 64 387 62
634,000 (midpoint; 4% change) 215 74 232 72
Head/worker ratio
.3 (Lebergott: rural nonfarm) 22 85 144 77
.71 (David: farm sector) 2,150 -40 13,940 -755
.73 (David: white male workforce) -586 121 -3,803 315
Laborer/farmer ratio
.3 (arbitrarily lower) 293 69 533 54
.52 (Lebergott) -451 113 67 82
points. At certain levels, changes in the ratios produce bizarre results.
Ifthe head/worker ratio is set at .71, the ratio implicit in David's farm
figures, the rural nonfarm workforce exceeds the total labor force. A
further rise to the .73 ratio implicit in his total workforce data gives a
negative number (David 1966, p. A-14, A-19, and tables 12.A.2, 12.A.3).
Likewise a positive to negative swing occurs when the laborertofarmer
ratio changes within a narrow range between David's ratio (.4) and the
.52 ratio noted by Lebergott. Indeed, the rural nonfarm workforce
becomes negative when the ratio equals .42.
Appendix B
Census Evidence on Fifteen-Year-Old Workers
There has long been ambiguity surrounding the census age coverage
of gainful workers reported in 1850 and 1860. The odds are that the
uncertainty regarding the inclusion of 15-year-old workers originated
at the time ofthe census surveys and has persisted to the present. The
exact treatment of these 15-year-olds was not crucial to the present
workforce estimation, but since I did treat this group as being included
in the census count in those years, it seemed pertinent to present some
evidence in support of that decision. Moreover, since such data were668 Thomas Weiss
not previously available, the evidence may be of interest in its own
right to some other researchers.
There are two sets ofdata. Thefirst (table 12.A.7) is a random sample
of rural, northern households taken from the 1860 manuscript census
(Bateman and Foust 1976). The sample is representative ofthe region,
and not necessarily each state. I have reported the results on a state
basis to suggest the possible variation that may have prevailed. The
second body ofevidence (table 12.A.8) is a less systematic collection
ofdata from the censuses of 1850 and 1860. That evidence was taken
from manuscript schedules that were readily at hand, and was not
compiled as a representative sample ofany state or region. Thus that
evidence is presented by county, or counties in some cases, for which
it represents a 100% sample. Its chiefmerit is that it contains data for
1850.
Both sets of data make clear that 15-year-olds were recorded as
workers and that some ofthese youths were classified as farmers, not
merely farm helpers. Moreover, it is also clear that females were in-
cluded in the 1860 census count. Indeed, the search ofthe 1850 sched-
ules also turned up four females, aged 15, who reported occupations.
Table 12.A.7 Random Sample Evidence on IS-Year-Old Workers, 1860
Sample Sizes
Percentage Distribution ofThose
with Occupation with Occupations
State Males Females Males Females Farmer Laborer Other
Connecticut 10 9 20% 11% 0 0 100
Illinois 96 91 16 21 3 44 53
Indiana 332 301 29 7 37 46 17
Iowa 47 53 45 25 12 29 59
Kansas 34 30 18 0 67 33 0
Maryland 41 30 15 3 0 57 43
Michigan 75 73 63 45 13 38 49
Minnesota 16 14 25 7 40 0 60
Missouri 68 68 40 9 27 52 21
New Hampshire 21 36 43 8 0 58 42
New Jersey 9 16 33 6 25 0 75
New York 192 194 60 46 0 55 45
Ohio 58 45 59 31 0 72 28
Pennsylvania 160 139 28 7 32 42 26
Vermont 9 8 22 25 0 75 25
Wisconsin 24 31 0 3 0 0 100
Totals 1,192 1,138 36 19 14 48 38
Source: Bateman and Foust (1976).669 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
Table U.A.8 Unsystematic Evidence on 15-Year-Old Males, 1850 and 1860
Distribution ofThose
Percentage with Occupations (%)
Sample with
County, State Size Occupation Fanner Laborer Other
1850
Washington, White, and 253 18 20 72 9
Yell, Arkansas
Frederick, Maryland 405 27 21 58 21
Rockingham and 214 29 8 82 10
Rowan,North
Carolinia
Venango and Warren 336 33 65 15 19
Pennsylvania
Grant, Wisconsin 131 56 44 29 27
1860
Frederick, Maryland 413 31 1 79 20
Warren, Pennsylvania 156 42 59 8 33
Grant, Wisconsin 289 66 51 49
Source: Manuscript census schedules.
Note: The 1850 results include 4 females, aged 15 years, who reported occupations. For
1860, whenfemales were tobecountedwefound 104 females aged 15 years whoreported
occupations; 27% ofall IS-year-old gainful workers.
The evidence also shows great variation across states. For males the
rates range from zero in Wisconsin to 63% in Michigan, while for
females the range is zero (Kansas) to 46% (New York). Such wide
variation suggests thatthe inconsistencies ofcensus enumerators might
have been at work, as well as real economic behavior; although the
1900 evidence also indicates a wide range ofrates, 200/0-72% for males
and 40/0-47% for females (Miller and Brainerd 1957, table L-3).
Notes
1. For 1860 Lebergott estimated the slave workforce state by state, using the 1850
participation rates for free males. David assumed that the weighted average would ap-
proximate 87.2%, but in fact it equaled only 86%. The consequence is that David's
revision for 1860, as well as Lebergott's original estimate, is still inconsistent with other
years.
2. For example, Lebergott relied on the 1949 edition ofHistorical Statistics, a source
that has been revised and expanded twice since then.
3. In several years, 1820, 1840, and esp. 1850 and 1860, the census provided data on
the workforce, which enabled more direct estimation of free males aged 16 years and
over.670 Thomas Weiss
4. The mean rate of 36% for males is above the 25% figure used by Lebergott. This
surely reflects the fact that this sample evidence pertains to rural areas where the work-
force participation offarm children would give an upward bias. On the other hand, the
sample data exclude the South, where the participation rate for children was typically
above that for the nation.
5. The 1900 data suggest that the inclusion of 15-year-olds lowers the participation
rate by about 1.5 percentage points. The rate for those 16 and over was 90.7%. Using
a participation rate of43% for 15-year-olds (the rate which prevailed for 14- and 15-year-
olds), the rate for those 15 years and over would have been 89.2% (Miller and Brainerd
1957, tables L-l and L-2). If the 1850 census undercounted 15-year-old workers, the
derived participation rate of87.2% would further underestimate the number ofworkers
16 years ofage and over.
6. I used a rate of18.2% for those aged 10-14years. In orderto make the comparison
for the 10-15-year group I used the 87.2% figure for 15-year-olds. The implied rate for
the combined group aged 10-15 is 27.7, slightly above the figure of25 used by David.
7. I have used an estimate of63,000 females, the same figure used by David. There
is some ambiguity surroundingthis estimateas 13,000domestic servants may beincluded
with females or rural nonfarm male workers (Lebergott 1966, p. 136).
8. The revised slave figures, as well as the original ones, differ from Paul David's
estimates of slave workers for 1820 and 1840. This is because he revised Lebergott's
slave figures in light oftext statements that the participation rate used was 87% jn those
years. However, the text was wrong, and the figures required no such upward revision.
9. The errorraises serious doubts aboutthis method and the estimate. Theerrorarose
because the method yields a negative numberoffemale workersin severalstates(namely,
Illinois).
10. In 1860, the estimate includes some unspecified number of females who were
recorded in the census figures. The same is true for 1820 and 1840, and thus in 1810 and
1830 by interpolation.
11. Lebergott estimated the 10-15-year-olds in agriculture as 17% of the male pop-
ulation in that age group. Since 15-year-olds were counted in the census, this calculation
resulted in an overcountof44,000. For those 10-14 years ofage, the revised calculation
used a lower overall participation rate (18% vs. 25%) and thus a lower agricultural
participation rate (14.4% vs. 17%). This resulted in 42,000 fewer farm workers aged 10-
14 years.
12. The 1800 census also yields a lower urban share of the slave population (3.1 vs.
5.0). I have not used this revision as it would make the 1800 slave figures inconsistent
with other years.
13. Paul David quite correctly asks whether the 1840 southern evidence is represen-
tative ofconditions in 1800 (1966, A-II).
14. It is certainly true that some free colored females were employed in farming, but
conceptually the estimates were to exclude females (Lebergott 1966, p. 139). It would
be easy enough to add an appropriate number of free colored females once one had a
reasonable estimate of their participation rate. I have estimated that the free colored
female population included 9,000 aged 10-15 and 31,000 aged 16 and over. Using the
male participation rates yields 28,600 workers, with 5,100 in urban areas and 23,500 in
farming.
15. Extrapolation of the post-1870 ratios of urban laborers, not otherwise specified,
to urban population would yield 664,000 rural laborers, n.o.s. in 1860 and 718,000 in
1850 (Weiss 1975, p. 108). The addition of these workers to the farm workforce would
raise the farm shares to 62.3% in 1850 and 58.6% in 1860. Since this would raise the
1850 share above the 1840, the adjustment appears excessive. Nonetheless, it does
suggest that the farm figures for these years may be substantially underestimated.
16. According to Lebergott, "examination of the unpublished Census schedules for
1820 and 1840 indicates [females] were not included in those years," so the only problem
may be the inclusion offree nonwhite females in 1860 (1966, p. 139).
17. Assuming that the estimate of 158,000 (table 12.4) includes urban as well as rural,
and in the same proportion as males 16 years and over, then the figure should be reduced
by 11,500 workers and the farm sector increased by that amount.671 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
18. The sensitivity ofthat approach can be seen in the results derived by revising the
number of rural family heads used in the calculation. David used a figure of 658,000
which is thatfor all gainfully occupiedfamily heads (87.2% x 755,000 heads). This figure
includes heads of families engaged in navigation and urban occupations. By adjusting
the figure to include only rural heads offamilies (610,000) the resulting solution for the
rural nonfarm workforce is 387,000 instead of60,000; and the farm sharefalls from 82.7%
to 62.0%. This is discussed in greater detail in the appendix.
19. The revised growth rates were derived using David's formula, the present work-
force estimates and David's other input data, some of which (e.g., farm productivity
index) had to be revalued in light ofthe workforce changes (David 1967, table 1). David
has revised his conjectural estimates ofgrowth to 1.1% per year (1977, p. 194), a figure
identical to the present calculation. The change, however, reflects the use ofa broader
measure of GDP, and if that broader measure were used in the present calculation,
presumably the result would be a rate below 1.1%. The comparison of the present
calculationof1.09% and the original value of1.27% more accurately suggests the impact
ofthe workforce revisions.
Comment Stanley Lebergott
Weiss's paper divides into two parts, "revised estimates" and
"implications."
Revised Estimates







Year Total Slaves Agriculture Workers Slaves Agriculture
1800 -1% -1% 10% * +3% *
1810 * -8 * * *
1820 * * 3 *
1830 * * * * *
1840 * * * 3
1850 * * -3 * * *
1860 * 5 -2 3
*Under 1% (includes zero).
Stanley Lebergott is professor ofeconomics at Wesleyan University.
1. Lebergott (1984, p. 66). An earlier version Lebergott (1964) and Volume 30 of the
proceedings of this Conference had an arithmetic error for the 1800 labor force, noted
in 1967 by Paul David. See Weiss, table 11.1, note a.672 Thomas Weiss
Surely this is very small beer indeed. (Weiss's few noticeable changes,
for agriculture, far exceed the lo/a-or smaller-revisions proposed by
David.)
Implications
His numbers may carry "important implications for ourunderstand-
ing oflong-term economic changes in productivity." But Lady Cotton's
question does come to mind. (Her husband-a sixteenth-century lu-
minary and amateur scientist-once inspected a dusty object; won-
deringwhether"itwas Moses shoe, orNoah's, wond'ringatthe strange
Shape and Fashion of it: But 'Mr. Cotton,' says she, 'are you sure it
is a shoe?' ")
Weiss is sure that his "revisions in the farm workforce do imply
notable differences in farm productivity." Indeed, they do differ from
the estimates by Robert Gallman.2













That Gallman increased my 1850 farm worker figure by 600,000, while
Weiss reduced it, partly accounts for their differing productivity
estimates.
How did Weiss arrive at a surgically precise (3%) revision in the 1850
number ofpersons in agriculture-more than a century and a quarter
ago? He outlines no procedure, but does cite two sources. One proves
to be a collection ofnarratives to WPA interviewers by ex-slaves, some
70 years after slavery ended. The other source appears to be what he
terms his "unsystematic sample."
2. Since reference to Gallman's (1975) work has been struck from Weiss's revised
draft, I may usefully cite it. Weiss has retained the workforce estimates he presented at
the conference, and description of his productivity estimation appears to be the same.
The estimates he presented there presumably serve as basis for his assertion that they
"alter our perception of development in the antebellum period." Weiss originally em-
phasized the strength ofhis work by noting that these productivity rates were much the
same 1800-1850 and 1850-1900 as Gallman's 1971 work suggested, but unlike David's
1967 study. We cite Gallman's later work.673 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
Without commenting on Gallman's 1975 farm productivity study, he
goes on to the broader topic of total productivity, as treated by Paul
David (1967).3 Since his changes in the farm totals may yield compen-
sating changes in the nonfarm totals of a fixed population, Weiss's
"implications" may prove premature.
Some recognition is due to the many words and numbers Weiss
presents for 15-year-olds. They lead to an unwarranted adjustment in
my estimates (and those by others).4 The adjustment rests on his un-
supported guess that the occupation tables in the 1850 census, and the
1860, were incorrectly labeled (and incorrectly labeled by Walter Wil-
cox, Wesley Mitchell, and Alba Edwards in 1900 when summarizing
the historic occupation record).
That improbable assumption rests on his discovery that some enu-
merators reported occupations for 15-year-olds. But since Jefferson
Americancensuses have had editingand transcriptioninstructions, plus
review procedures-all to select, adapt, and correctly summarize the
original enumerator schedules. We need a stronger basis than guess to
conclude that the reported census figures for those "over 15 years of
age" incorrectly include those aged 15.
One awaits with interest further work by the National Bureau of
Economic Research project ofwhich this study is part.
Reply Thomas Weiss
Lebergott makes three points about my paper, and I shall address each
in tum.
His first point, that my effort produced few noticeable changes, sim-
ply underscores my main conclusion. My wording, that "Lebergott
produceda carefully constructed setoffigures," is notquite as eloquent
as "this is very small beer indeed," but the point is the same. We can
have some faith in our existing body of knowledge. It seems to me
3. David has since superseded his 1967 estimates.
4. No economic historian, old or new, has devoted so much attention to their role in
the nineteenth-century labor force. His original table 12.A.8, labeled "unsystematic
evidence on 16-year-old workers in 1860," is now accompanied by a table termed "Ran-
dom Sample Evidence...." Is the "random sample" evidence preferable? One would
think so. But his estimates have not changed from the earlier paper, which presented
only the "unsystematic evidence." Moreover, his "random sample totals" for 15-year-
old males imply that 28% ofthem lived in Indiana. (The census locates fewer than 5%
of United States 10-15-year-olds there.)674 Thomas Weiss
helpful that these assurances come from someone other than the re-
searcher who produced the original figures.
His .second point is that my revised agricultural figures are ques-
tionable. He is particularly skepticalaboutthe 1850 revision, suggesting
that I did not outline my estimating procedures and based my revisions
on two unworthy sources, ex-slave interviews and an unsystematic
sample. Obviously, my presentation must be unclear.
I cited the WPA interviews of ex-slaves only to suggest that more
slaves worked at nonfarm tasks than was implied by his estimation. I
did not use this evidence to reduce the estimate ofagricultural slaves.
Nor is the 3% difference in our estimates due to the use ofan unsys-
tematic sample of15-year-olds working on farms. Thatevidence, along
with a random sample containing similar information, was presented
only for the purpose ofshowing that 15-year-old workers were already
included in the census counts of 1850 and 1860.
Our 1850 farm figures differ because we used different participation
rates for rural slaves. In the former case, Lebergott used the partici-
pation rate for those aged 10-15 years, while I used the more appro-
priate rate for those aged 10-14 years. My rate was not taken from
the sample data, but from the same source that Lebergott obtained his
figure, namely, the census of 1900. In estimating the slave farm work-
force I used a farm participation rate for rural slaves of .87 instead of
the .90 he used. This lower rate was not taken from the slave reminis-
cences, it was taken from Lebergott! He argued in his original article
thatthe .87 figure would allow for those rural slaves engaged in nonfarm
tasks. Unfortunately, and unbeknown to Lebergott, his research as-
sistant did not agree and used the higher figure. In my opinion, it is
these sorts of changes that make the revised figures more consistent
and precise.
Finally, Lebergott sees little value in the evidence on 15-year-old
workers (contrary to what he says, there is no evidence on 16-year-
olds). I am sure he is correct in claiming that no economic historian
has devoted so much attention to this group of workers. My reason
for devoting any attention to them is simply to straighten out the
record. As far as I can tell, all previous researchers, including Le-
bergott, David, and myself, behaved as if 15-year-old workers were
not included in the census counts of 1850 and 1860. The fact of the
matter is that they were included, and I am willing to admit I was
wrong. I presented the evidence not only because it shows that 15-
year-old workers were included in the census count, but also because
it contains other information that might be ofuse to otherresearchers.
Lebergott has, however, simply misinterpreted the evidence and my
use of it.675 Revised Estimates ofthe United States Workforce, 1800-1860
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